Migrate to a managed
cloud platform
Having to replace or upgrade your critical business infrastructure every three to five
years can result in significant and often unpredictable CapEx costs, as well as increased
risk associated with complex workload and data migrations. Alongside the logistical
considerations surrounding the replacement of servers, storage, networks, hypervisors,
disaster recovery and backup capabilities, the additional administrative overhead can
result in fragmented support, slow response times and a poor return on investment.
Given ever changing business requirements and the on-going demands on IT
services, the dynamic nature of application development and the rapid time to
market required by new projects and services, the inability to scale up and out
quickly whilst continuing to provide a reliable and highly available service can
put a huge strain on IT, which traditional style data centres cannot fulfil.
As a result, organisations often size for what might be, provisioning additional
capacity for those “what if” moments, or standing up environments that run
24x7 that are in fact only used periodically. This coupled with seasonal
demand and the need to scale-on-demand mean that environments
are oversized, reducing the effectiveness of your investment.
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The Building Blocks of Cloud Services
Cloud platforms from Microsoft and AWS provide highly available, hyper-scaled

services. At their core, they deliver an ever-growing ecosystem of products and services
that can be consumed on a subscription based, pay-as-you-use model.
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Supporting Your Transformation Journey
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Getting Started
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Who Are We?
No matter where you are in your cloud journey, Ultima can help you realise your vision

of a simpler, more agile and cost effective platform, based upon Microsoft Azure or AWS

Cloud. As a Microsoft 10 times Gold and Cloud Deployment Partner, our team of specialists
are authorised to deliver Deployment Planning Services, and our Cloud Solution Provider
status enables us to provide end-to-end ownership and life-cycle support.

Established Track Record

Extensive Integration Services

Services delivered by a dedicated Modern

Engage Ultima for cloud integration including

Data Centre practice, who have assisted many

security, messaging, voice and network, as well

customers with their cloud adoption

as other types of application re-architecture

Risk Mitigation

Efficiencies Through Transformation

With a dedicated Assurance and Compliance

Engage Ultima to see how auto-scaling,

division, we understand the implications

automation, continuous protection and cloud

of moving services into the cloud

native apps can benefit your organisation

End to End Support

Continuous Development

We can provide advisory services, planning,

Providing ongoing advice, service reviews,

deployment, migration and support services,

technical leadership and support, Ultima will

through a single flexible engagement

become your trusted cloud advisor
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